
At KPS-Safavi, we forge a path of
brilliance and growth. Rooted in
tradition and fueled by
innovation, our classrooms are a
sanctuary where curiosity
transforms into a radiant force.
Here, each student is a beacon,
navigating a journey of
enlightenment, compassion, and
leadership, fostering a future
adorned with excellence.
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Opulent library with 8000+
literary gems
Immersive multimedia rooms forenriched education
Exclusive career counseling andcollege choosing sessions
State-of-the-art science labs andextensive sports facilities
Vibrant extracurricular
activities and diverse clubs

Facility Highlights

Inspiring Minds,
Forging Futures
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In the sanctuary of knowle
dge, each

page turns a new chapter, 
and within

the corridors of KPS-Safav
i,

brilliance becomes a timel
ess

masterpiece.
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English Literary and Bazm-e-Urdu Societieshosted the Inter-Branch Bilingual
Declamation Contest—a vibrant showcase ofbrilliance. Accomplished speakers engagedin serious discourse and lighthearted
banter, delving into diverse topics.
Distinguished judges added prestige,
highlighting our commitment to nurturinglinguistic and oratory skills. The eventechoed with laughter, profound ideas, andapplause, epitomizing KPS's unwavering
dedication to educational excellence in
language and expression.

Inter-Branch Bilingual
Declamation: Epitome of
Linguistic Excellence

KPS illuminated with the radiance

of Milad-un-Nabi, a celebration

that delved into the noble life of

Prophet Muhammad PBUH. Through
insightful reflections, Quranic

recitations, and heartfelt naats,

our community immersed itself in

the profound teachings of the
Prophet. This enlightening
gathering fostered a spirit of
unity and understanding, echoing

the timeless virtues of
compassion, humility, and wisdom

found in the noble life of Prophet

Muhammad PBUH.

Milad-un-Nabi:
Illuminating
Souls
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The Media Sciences Club championed an
impactful anti-child labour campaign.
Through strategic pamphlets, a
compelling presentation, and a
symbolic garland adorned with pledge,
'Say No to Child Labour,' students
passionately amplified our united
voice against exploitation. This
collective effort fostered a shared
vision for a child labor-free world—a
poignant testament to our commitment
and compassionate this societal 

Breaking Chains: Standing
Strong Against Child
Labour

KPSMUN marked a pivotal milestone
as KPS debuted its first-ever
Model United Nations event. Staged
from November 3-5, 2023, this
student-led endeavour underscored
our unyielding dedication to
fostering leadership prowess.
Distinguished by diverse
committees, substantive debates,
and precision in organization,
this historic achievement
exemplified our unwavering
commitment to excellence and
diplomatic scholarship.

KPSMUN: Igniting
Leadership Brilliance
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At our school, we embrace the
holistic well-being of our students.
Through thoughtful awareness
programs, we illuminate the
intricacies of mental health,
nurturing an environment where each
mind is valued, understood, and
encouraged to flourish. Soft boards
adorned with poignant messages,
become a visual sanctuary, ensuring
each student feels valued and
supported on their journey to mental
wellness.

Mind Matters: Nurturing
Mental Health and Well-
Being

KPS recently hosted a dazzling
Inter-School Sports Olympiad, where

the spirit of athleticism soared

high. A constellation of sports,

including cricket, football, table

tennis, and badminton, set the
stage for a riveting showcase of

talent and camaraderie. The event

welcomed young sports icons as
chief guests, inspiring our budding

athletes. Participating schools,

added vibrant hues to the tapestry

of this grand sporting spectacle.

Hosting Grand Inter-
School Sports
Olympiad - 2024
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Mental health solutions : 
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Drama Competition -
2024

The Grade 9 English drama competition,
organised by the English Literary Society,
took place on March 6th' 2024, showcasing
an array of talent and creativity. Students
demonstrated their theatrical skills
through captivating performances, bringing
classic and contemporary literature to life
on stage. The event not only fostered a
love for English literature but also
provided a platform for young performers to
hone their public speaking and dramatic
abilities. Judges and audience members
alike were impressed by the dedication and
passion exhibited by the participants,
making it a memorable and inspiring event
for all involved.
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Model Making
Activity By Matric
Section
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It fostered critical thinking skills
as students grappled with the
challenges of design and
implementation. It cultivated
perseverance as they navigated
setbacks and revisions and perhaps
most importantly, it instilled a
sense of pride and accomplishment as
they witnessed their ideas
materialized before their eyes.

CREATIVITY BY KPS
STUDENTS

Model making wasn't just a
classroom activity; it was an
immersive experience that
blended theoretical knowledge
with hands-on creativity. It
was a process that transcended
mere replication; it was about
understanding concepts deeply
enough to reconstruct them in
physical form.
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Farewell Party

As the academic year d
rew to a

close, we found oursel
ves at a

poignant juncture – bi
dding farewell

to our graduating stud
ents. It was a

time of mixed emotions
, marked by

nostalgia for the memo
ries we have

shared and excitement 
for the

adventures that lie ah
ead. Our

farewell party was mor
e than just a

gathering; it was a ce
lebration of

the bonds forged and t
he journeys

taken. It was a time t
o reminisce

about the laughter, th
e tears, and

the countless moments 
that have

defined the time toget
her.


